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Some audio experts have proposed that using Dynamic Range
Compression (DRC) to increase the loudness of music compromises audio
quality. Conversely, in listening tests, researchers sometimes find that
audio subjected to DRC is preferred over uncompressed audio. We test the
hypothesis that it is DRC configuration, rather than the use of DRC per se,
that determines listener preferences. In this study, 130 listeners completed
13 A/B preference trials using pairs of RMS loudness-equalized stimuli
subjected to different DRC configurations: viz., two magnitudes (heavy,
moderate) and two compression types (limiting, compression) applied at
three different points in the mix chain (track, subgroup, and master buss,
here termed full-sum), along with an uncompressed control stimulus. Our
results suggest that listeners prefer audio in which moderate compression
has been applied to fewer signals simultaneously and dislike heavy
limiting, particularly when applied to the full-sum, presumably because
heavy DRC (and particularly limiting) applied to pre-mixed signals
produces disagreeable distortion or because tracks whose amplitude
characteristics would not have reached the DRC threshold alone may be
deleteriously affected (e.g., attenuated) as a consequence of amplitude
peaks in other tracks with which they are grouped.

0 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic range compressors are ‘waveshapers’ that
violate the homogeneity and additivity requirements of a
linear system and produce intentional or unintentional
harmonic and/or inharmonic frequency components not
present in the source signal [1], [2]. Moore et al. [3]
describe the perceptual effects of linear distortion in
terms of changes in timbre, tonality or “coloration”, and
the perceptual effects of nonlinear distortion in terms of
“harshness”, “roughness” or “noisiness”.
Two overlapping domains in which Dynamic Range
Compression (DRC) research is conducted are speech
intelligibility in hearing aid design (see [4]–[8] for more
information) and controlling the inherent loudness of
musical signals [9], potentially at the expense of audio
fidelity [10]–[19]. The algorithms and optimal settings
in each domain differ. Our research focuses on the use
of DRC for controlling the loudness of musical signals,
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rather than aesthetic effects like gain pumping [20], but
also exploits current relevant hearing aid research.
Evidence in support of the ‘louder is better’ argument
[12] for audio includes experimental results indicating
that louder oration is more compelling [21], and that a
relationship between loud music and elicited emotion
exists [16], [22]. Schubert devised a computer-based
experiment that tracked the perceived emotion conveyed
by four romantic musical pieces using 67 volunteers that
spanned a wide demographic range of age, gender, and
musical expertise [22]. Listeners continuously reported
the emotion that the music was intended to express
(rather than the emotion the listener may have felt) by
moving a mouse cursor in a two dimensional X-Y grid,
wherein the X-dimension represented degrees of
emotional valence (sad to happy) and the Y-dimension
represented degrees of arousal (from sleepy to aroused).
The four pieces of music were chosen for their predicted
fit to the quadrants of perceived emotion and the
variability of their measurable musical features:
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loudness, tempo, melodic contour, texture, and spectral
centroid (related to perceived timbral sharpness). The
study found a significant positive correlation between
loudness and both valence and arousal response
dimensions, although it is also likely that loudness must
be modulated to educe corresponding changes in
emotional affect. Wendl and Lee correlated perceived
loudness to perceived audio quality, finding a significant
positive correlation for rock and jazz music, but no
correlation for electronic music [13], suggesting that
loudness impacts quality assessment ratings, but also
that this relationship may be genre-specific
It is thought that, when used injudiciously, DRC can
negatively affect audio quality [16], [21]. However, the
question of whether listeners prefer objectively higher
quality audio is not straightforward, and may be
influenced by both long-term familiarity (which one
might refer to as expertise) and short-term training. In a
classic study, Kirk [23] examined the audio fidelity
preferences of 210 college students over a 6–7 week
period in the mid 1950s. The students’ preferences were
measured using A/B/A tests, in which the frequency
spectra of five diverse high-fidelity phonograph
recordings (string quartet, symphony orchestra, organ
popular music and male speech) were altered using four
band-pass filters of differing widths (180–3,000 Hz,
120–5,000 Hz, 90–9,000 Hz, 30–15,000 Hz), producing
six comparisons per stimulus. Surprisingly, Kirk found
that, participants least preferred the unrestricted
(objectively higher quality) recordings (30–15,000 Hz),
instead preferring a narrower frequency spectrum.
In a follow-up experiment, the same participants were
divided into two groups, with one group invited to
thirteen 40-minute listening sessions using unrestricted
stimuli similar to those from the original experiment.
The original listening test was then repeated, and it was
found that this group had altered their preferences, and
began to select higher fidelity recordings significantly
more frequently. The second follow-up group listened to
band-limited
recordings
(180–3000
Hz)
and
surprisingly, then expressed a significant preference for
that configuration when the original test was repeated.
Together, these results suggest that untrained listeners
who prefer lower-fidelity audio may do so because this
matches their prior listening experiences (this study was
conducted in the era of low-quality AM-radio), and that
listening preferences can be manipulated in either
direction (i.e., either towards objectively higher fidelity,
or objectively lower fidelity recordings) by habituation
(which one might refer to as training, although the
preference change educed may be unconscious and not
the result of guidance or feedback from the
experimenter). It may be that DRC effects that
negatively impact objective audio quality may be
subjectively preferred by some listeners, perhaps due to
long-term exposure to this process, and raises the
possibility that only trained/expert listeners will find
DRC-induced distortion disagreeable.
Olson [24], seemingly in contradiction to Kirk [23],
found that untrained listeners did prefer an unrestricted
frequency range, but this study related to live musical
performances, as opposed to recorded music [23], which
left the question of fidelity preferences in untrained
listeners rather inconsistent, and seemingly contingent
upon the environment in which the music was heard.
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More recently, in Olive [25], [26] (additional
participants added in latter article), the listening
preferences of 18 school children and 40 college
students were compared to those of a commercial
speaker manufacturer’s trained listening panel. The
college students comprised pre-trained (expert) and
untrained listeners. In experiment 1, four recordings
(clapping, female vocal with guitar, female vocal with
strings, and female vocal with orchestra) were played at
both 128 kbit/s MP3 and CD-quality. Participants
completed 12 counterbalanced A/B trials. In each trial,
participants heard the MP3 and CD-quality
reproductions of each recording four times. Olive found
a significant preference for CD-quality over MP3
overall (p < .05). Around 80% of students with the most
listening expertise preferred CD-quality audio, whilst
only around 65% of non-expert students expressed this
preference. These data also seem to support Kirk’s
findings [23], suggesting that listening preferences can
be manipulated with habituation/training, since those
without listening expertise expressed a lower rate of
preference for objectively higher quality recordings.
However, there is also likely to be a relationship
between expertise and general appreciation for audio
fidelity, which may have mediated these results (e.g., it
may be that untrained listeners could not hear a
noticeable difference, or were simply less interested in
music and therefore less attentive during the study).
In experiment 2 of Olive [25], [26], two CD-quality
commercial popular music recordings, and four different
commercial loudspeaker systems were tested, alternating
playback from each in a random order until a listener
preference was submitted. A preference for the most
accurate, frequency-neutral (implicitly higher quality)
loudspeaker system was found over loudspeakers with a
measured acoustic performance that deviated from an
ideal frequency response (implicitly lower quality).
Although examining quite different things (audio source
quality vs. speaker fidelity), these results are in contrast
to Kirk [23], in which untrained listeners were found to
prefer poorer fidelity music reproductions consistent
with their prior listening experiences, since participants’
prior listening experience in Olive [25], [26] was most
likely to have been with poorer quality commercial
speakers built for personal use (i.e., not professional
reference speakers).
Reiss [27] conducted a systematic review of 18
studies published after 1980 that evaluated listeners’
ability to discriminate high vs. standard resolution audio
(defined in terms of bit depth and sample rate). It was
reported that the ability of untrained listeners to
discriminate between resolution was surprisingly poor,
but did improve significantly after training, supporting
the notion that an ability to discriminate between audio
quality settings can be learned.
Similarly to the present study, Croghan, Arehart and
Kates [11] examined the impact of DRC on perceived
audio quality, along with loudness. Two uncompressed
13 s recordings from rock and classical genres served as
source stimuli. DRC was applied to the final (summed)
signal for each recording, yielding six compression
thresholds (uncompressed, –8, –12, –16, –20, and –24
dBFS). Two versions of each stimulus were created, one
in which loudness was not equalized between stimuli
(UNEQ), and another in which loudness was equalized
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(LEQ). Twenty three participants rated stimuli played in
randomized pairs, within genre, on the metrics of
preference, loudness, pleasantness, and dynamic range.
Six hours of testing, spread over multiple visits, were
completed. In both the UNEQ and LEQ conditions, the
effect of compression was found to have a significant
effect, for both rock and classical music stimuli, on
loudness, dynamic range, pleasantness, and preference
ratings (all p ≤ .01). More specifically, these results
indicated a genre-independent preference for light DRC
over no DRC in the UNEQ condition. The dynamic
range ratings for stimuli subject to DRC were markedly
lower, showing that the principal outcome of DRC was
noticeable. Heavy DRC was also found to decrease the
likelihood of these stimuli being selected as preferred in
both UNEQ and LEQ conditions, and to yield a
commensurate reduction in pleasantness ratings.
Kates and Arehart [28] analyzed signals using the
Hearing Aid Speech Quality Index (HASQI) system,
modified to fit the quality ratings for musical signals
reported in [29]. They measured the degree to which
signal quality was affected by DRC by comparing the
amplitude envelope and frequency spectra of processed
and unprocessed signals, yielding a number between 0
(very low fidelity) and 1 (perfect fidelity). A reduction
in fidelity with increased DRC was reported; however,
no statistical analysis relating HASQI measurements to
listener preference was provided, limiting the degree to
which we may generalize from these findings.
Hjortkjær and Walther-Hansen [30] conducted
listening tests that compared the original releases of
several popular music recordings with subsequently
remastered versions, on the premise that the peak-toaverage ratio was smaller on the remasters (implying
greater use of DRC). Test stimuli comprised fifteen 15 s
clips, each from a different track, along with their
remastered counterparts. All stimuli were CD-quality,
chosen based on the anecdotal alleged inferior sound
quality of the remastered versions. Loudness-equalized
clips were played to 22 university music students, all
naïve to the purpose of the study. The clips were heard
in A/B combinations (master vs. remaster), and the
participants were asked to indicate their preference.
Each A/B pair was presented to subjects twice in the
session, with the order of presentation randomized
between trials. Subjects were permitted to replay the
pairs as many times as necessary to finalize their
decision. A two-sided sign test was used to determine
whether the proportion of listeners that preferred each
version deviated from chance. No significant preference
for either version was found (p = .12, with 54.4%
preferring the original version). However, since the
popular musical stimuli used may have been known to
participants a priori, the interpretation of putative DRC
effects may have been complicated by preferences for
familiar reproductions of these stimuli.
Furthermore, Hjortkjær and Walther-Hansen
acknowledge that there were likely to have been other
unquantified production differences between each pair
of stimuli, such as equalization and spacialization. The
authors report that “…subjects changed their preference
with the presentation of the same stimulus on 46% of
the trials”. This was interpreted as an inability of
participants to accurately differentiate between stimuli,
but it may also relate to insufficient statistical power
Journal information
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(the study was based on a relatively small sample size,
and the non-parametric sign test [31] is known to be
underpowered relative to its alternatives), or other
limitations in experimental design (see above).
Studies examining listener preferences for music
subject to DRC have typically applied this process to the
summed signal [4], [11], [18]. However, the best point
in the signal chain to apply DRC is also the subject of
some debate. Ronan et al. [32] asked ten award-winning
mix engineers to complete a 21-item questionnaire about
track subgrouping choices, using questions formulated
using sound engineering literature [33]–[35]. Responses
were analysed using thematic analysis [36]. All subjects
expressed a preference for the application of DRC to
drum and vocal subgroups, assembled to maintain good
gain structure (rather than purely for organization), and
stated that pre-DRC subgrouping decisions were made
that were contingent upon musical genre. Similarly, in
both Ronan et al. [32] and Pestana and Reiss [18],
subgroup or full-sum compression were reported to be
preferred by sound engineers/audio mixing students,
despite that one might expect DRC applied to pre-mixed
signal groups to be more deleterious to overall quality as
a consequence of the amplitude peaks in some signals in
a group activating the compressor, and thereby affecting
other signals with which they are grouped that would
not have activated the compressor otherwise.
Wendl and Lee examined the relationship between
DRC, loudness and perceived quality, but examined
limiting-type DRC only and focussed upon the
relationship between signal crest factor and quality
between genres [13]. Giannoulis et al describe an
experiment comparing the DRC settings chosen by 16
mix engineers (9 experts and 7 amateurs) to those of an
automated system; however, no listening tests were
conducted to evaluate the perceived quality of the
alternatives produced [9]. Ma et al did measure listener
preferences for different DRC ratio and threshold
settings, again to compare the choices of 15 audio
engineers to an automated mixing system, but did not
examiner the impact of DRC point or type [37].
Using sinusoids, Toulson et al. [1] found that
applying equivalent amounts of DRC to simple vs.
summed signals affected the severity and type of
distortion introduced. Specifically, reduced nonlinear
intermodulation distortion was found when DRC was
applied to signals prior to summation, leading the
authors to propose that the application of DRC to presummed signals may be detrimental to sound fidelity.
However, the question of whether findings based upon
sinusoidal signals translate to changes in listener
preferences for real musical stimuli is unclear.
With such conflict in extant results, and limited
consideration of the impact of specific DRC settings on
listener preferences for musical stimuli, there is scope
for further work to improve understanding of the
relationship between listener preferences and DRC. In
this study, untrained listeners preferentially rated
musical stimuli subject to different DRC configurations
to ascertain the impact, independently and in
combination, of compression magnitude (moderate or
heavy), type (compression or limiting), and the point in
the mix chain at which DRC was applied (track,
subgroup or full-sum).
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1 METHOD
1.1 Apparatus

Audio stimuli were played on AKG K550 closedback/over-ear dynamic reference headphones connected
to an Apple MacBook Pro running MATLAB with the
PsychToolbox/VideoToolbox extensions [38]–[40].
Audio stimuli were created using Avid Pro Tools
software
that
incorporates
the
peak-sensing
Compressor/Limiter III. Stimulus normalization was
performed with SpectaFoo metering software configured
to meet the AES Standard RMS reference.
1.2 Participants

130 participants were recruited using opportunity
sampling, of which 74 were male and 56 were female
(Mage = 22.35, SDage = 5.57). All participants had normal
hearing (self-reported). A subset of participants (34)
were registered on a cognate (music/audio)
undergraduate course, indicating above-average
experience with audio, but had no specific training in
DRC or audio quality assessment practices. Participants
were not trained, except that their task in the experiment
was carefully explained (see Section 1.4), in order that
instinctive preference data could be collected, mitigating
against ‘demand characteristics’ [41] in which
participant responses are biased by perceived
experimenter expectations. All participants were naïve
to the purpose of the experiment, and were unpaid.
1.3 Stimuli

Stimuli were prepared using a 10 s monophonic 16bit/44.1 kHz recording of a five-piece pop band playing
together (as opposed to being overdubbed). The excerpt
would not have been known to participants a priori,
eliminating the potential for any preferences towards a
familiar rendition to influence responses (cf. [30]). The
excerpt consisted of eight tracks (bass drum, drum
overhead, bass guitar, electric guitar, electric piano,
viola, vocal 1, vocal 2) without DRC, equalization, or
any other post-production effects, to mitigate against the
possibility of unwanted artefacts. The excerpt had
considerable amplitude variation (Fig. 1), ensuring that,
with appropriate settings, the compressor/limiter was
periodically activated.
A Pro Tools mix was configured to allow DRC to be
applied at one of three points in the signal path (Fig. 2):
1] ‘Track’ (T), having DRC on each track only; 2]
‘Subgroup’ (S), having DRC on each of three subgroups
(consisting of a drum subgroup, vocal subgroup, and an
other instruments subgroup) only; 3] ‘Full-sum’ (F),
having DRC on the sum of the three subgroups only.

Fig. 1 Time-domain plot of source stimulus (full-sum).

The Pro Tools Compressor/Limiter III was installed
on each track, subgroup, and full-sum simultaneously, in
bypass mode as required, ensuring that the signal path
was identical for each stimulus generated. The
appropriate DRC component was activated as required
to produce each of the three compression configurations
described above, and deactivated otherwise.
Five combinations of DRC magnitude and type were
applied in each of the mix configurations, consisting of
Moderate Compression (MC), Heavy Compression
(HC), Moderate Limiting (ML) and Heavy Limiting
(HL), and No Compression (NC). Differentiation
between compression and limiting was by compression
ratio, with compression having a ratio of 1.8:1 and
limiting having a ratio of 10:1, replicating the settings
used by Stone et al. [42]. Differentiation between
moderate and heavy compression/limiting was
determined by the threshold above which the signal was
compressed, with MC defined by 8% of the signal
samples exceeding the absolute threshold, and HC by
25% of the signal samples exceeding it, again
replicating the compression magnitude settings in Stone
et al. [42]. An algorithm (implemented in MATLAB)
was used to reverse engineer the required thresholds for
MC and HC by iteratively determining the amplitude
thresholds for which either 8% or 25% of the samples
exceeded that threshold.

Fig. 2 Signal path for grouped stimulus production.

Next,
thresholds
were
multiplied
by
20log&' 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒
to convert to standard
logarithmic voltage units. This yielded thresholds of
Journal information
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−9.9dbFS (8% signal above threshold) for MC and ML,
and −14.8dbFS (25% signal above threshold) for HC
and HL. The resultant mean absolute amplitudes of all
stimuli were within a tolerance of 1%. Stone et al. [42]
used DRC settings of 0.15 ms attack and 5 ms release
for spoken voice signals. Here, attack was set to 0.5 ms
(with release held at 5 ms), to better suit musical stimuli.
A total of 13 stimuli were produced (Table 1):
Moderate Compression Track (MCT), Heavy
Compression Track (MCT), Moderate Limiting Track
(MLT), Heavy Limiting Track (MLT), Moderate
Compression Subgroup (MCS), Heavy Compression
Subgroup (HCS), Moderate Limiting Subgroup (MLS),
Heavy
Limiting
Subgroup
(HLS),
Moderate
Compression Full-sum (MCF), Heavy Compression
Full-sum (MCF), Moderate Limiting Full-sum (MLF),
Heavy Limiting Full-sum (HLF), and No Compression
(NC).

During stimulus production, RMS-normalization to
−15dbFS was applied at each stage prior to DRC to
ensure that signal loudness was maintained (i.e., at
track, subgroup, full-sum stages). Additionally, each
final stimulus defined in Table 2 (including NC) was
subject to one final RMS-normalization to −15dbFS.
RMS-loudness, rather than the Loudness Unit (LU)
metric specificed in ITU-R BS-1770 [43], was used due
to the ongoing debate concerning the suitability of LU
for musical signals [14], [44], the wide availability of
RMS loudness in music production software, and its
consequent widespread use by professional sound
engineers. However, the LUFS of our processed stimuli
had a mean of -17.68 LUFS with SD = 0.09, showing
very little variance between stimuli and good agreement
(in terms of dispersal) between LU and RMS loudness
for our stimulus set.

Table 1 DRC configuration and settings of 13 experimental stimuli.
ACRONYM STIMULUS

DRC CONFIGURATION
Magnitude

MCT
HCT

1

Moderate

2

Heavy

MLT

3

Moderate

HLT

4

Heavy

MCS
HCS

5

Moderate

6

Heavy

MLS

7

Moderate

HLS

8

Heavy

MCF
HCF

9

Moderate

10

Heavy

MLF

11

Moderate

HLF

12

Heavy

NC

13
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DRC SETTINGS
Point

Compression
Track
Limiting
Compression
Subgroup
Limiting
Compression
Full-sum
Limiting
No Compression

Attack (ms) Release (ms)

Ratio

Threshold

0.5

5

1.8:1

–9.9dBFS (8%)

0.5

5

1.8:1

–14.8dBFS (25%)

0.5

5

10:1

–9.9dBFS (8%)

0.5

5

10:1

–14.8dBFS (25%)

0.5

5

1.8:1

–9.9dBFS (8%)

0.5

5

1.8:1

–14.8dBFS (25%)

0.5

5

10:1

–9.9dBFS (8%)

0.5

5

10:1

–14.8dBFS (25%)

0.5

5

1.8:1

–9.9dBFS (8%)

0.5

5

1.8:1

–14.8dBFS (25%)

0.5

5

10:1

–9.9dBFS (8%)

0.5

5

10:1

–14.8dBFS (25%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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1.4 Procedure

Participants were seated in a secluded, low-noise,
low-distraction listening space. Age, gender and audio
expertise were recorded.
Each participant compared one 10 s stimulus (their
comparator), selected using the procedure described
below, to the 12 remaining 10 s stimuli, and compared
the comparator to itself (a control). A sequential, twointerval forced-choice (2IFC) procedure was used [45],
wherein participants were required to choose which
audio excerpt they preferred (first or second) by
depressing key 1 or 2 on a computer keyboard. A 0.5 s
interstimulus interval was used, consistent with ITU-R
BS.562-3 [46]. The order that the stimuli were
presented to participants was randomized in two ways.
First, the order in which the 13 stimuli were presented;
second, the order in which the participants’ assigned
stimulus was presented for comparison to the second
stimulus (i.e., first or second). This randomization
procedure
was
intended
to
minimize
any
learning/fatigue/temporal biases caused by stimulus
presentation order. Stimuli were intentionally short to
enable all stimulus variants to be heard by all
participants (all participants completed the experiment
in under 5 minutes), and are within the ITU-R BS.5623 recommended maximum stimulus duration of 15-20 s
[46]. Each of the 13 2IFC trials began when the
participant pressed a key, enabling rest breaks to be
taken as desired.
Participant number was used to determine which
comparator stimulus was allocated to each participant.
For example, participant 1 compared stimulus 1 to each
of the 13 stimuli; participant 13 compared stimulus 13
to each of the 13 stimuli. For subsequent participants,
the comparator (𝑐) was the modulus of the number of
stimuli ( 𝑛 ) by participant number ( 𝑝 ), i.e. 𝑐 = 𝑛 −
𝑝

?

. Since 130 participants performed 13 A/B

@

comparisons, each of the 13 stimuli served as a
comparator for 10 participants.

variables were DRC configuration (with 13 levels),
which may be subdivided into magnitude (with 2
levels), point (with 3 levels), and type (with 2 levels),
or combinations thereof, along with no compression.
In a closed system such as this, it is the case that if
some stimuli are selected less frequently than chance,
other must be selected more frequently than chance to
balance the count. It is therefore difficult to be certain
which was the cause and which was the casualty (i.e.,
did participants particularly dislike some DRC
configurations, or particularly like others?), a general
limitation of count-based analyses. However,
grouped analyses enable us to probe the results further
to make reasoned deductions. Therefore, additional
combinatorial analyses were conducted, also justified
by the postulation of Maddams [48], that the interaction
of DRC magnitude and type, more so than these effects
in isolation, influences perceived audio quality. In these
analyses, the independent variable was again stimulus
selection frequency, but was contingent upon
magnitude and type in combination (pooling over
point) yielding 4 levels (MC, HC, ML, HL), type and
point in combination (pooling over magnitude) yielding
6 levels (CT, LT, CS, LS, CF, LF), and magnitude and
point in combination (pooling over type) yielding 6
levels (MT, HT, MS, HS, MF, HF).
Where chi-square analyses were significant overall, a
standard post-hoc pairwise comparison procedure was
run. This established whether the observed counts of
each stimuli/stimulus group differed from the expected
count for that stimulus/stimulus group and the observed
and expected counts of all remaining stimuli in that
particular analysis, giving one degree of freedom per
comparison. Bonferroni correction was used to correct
for multiple comparisons, where appropriate.
2 RESULTS

Chi-square results are summarized in Table 2. Raw
listener preference count data is available for download
for further analysis [49].

1.5 Design

The non-parametric Pearson two-tailed chi-square
goodness-of-fit test [47], shown in Eq. 1, was used to
determine if observed (O) and expected (E) listenerpreference counts differed significantly. Summing the
addend over each of the i stimuli in each group of n
stimuli, it determines if selection rate differed more
than one would expect by chance (i.e., at a statistically
significant level, with α = .05). Expected counts are one
half of the number of times that each stimulus was
presented (i.e., a per-trial chance selection probability =
.5, representing the behavior of a random responder).
?
B

𝜒 =
EH&

(𝑂E − 𝐸E )B
𝐸E

(Eq. 1)

The dependent variable was therefore the frequency
with which each stimulus was selected. Independent
Journal information

Table 2 Results of Chi-square analyses (~ indicates marginal
significance, * indicates p ≤ .05, ** indicates p ≤ .01, and ***
indicates p ≤ .001.
Independent'
Variable
configuration
magnitude
type
point
magnitude9and9type
type9and9point
magnitude9and9point

Pooling'Over

df

N

none
12 1690
point9and9type
2 1690
magnitude9and9point 2 1690
magnitude9and9type
3 1690
point
4 1690
magnitude
6 1690
type
6 1690

χ2

p

64.28
3.80
13.66
17.37
23.97
35.21
38.46

<.001
.06
.01
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

The frequency with which the 13 DRC
configurations defined in Table 1 were selected as
preferred was found to differ significantly from chance
[𝜒 B (12, N = 1690) = 64.28, p < .001], Fig. 3. Post-hoc
pairwise comparisons indicate that HCT and HCS were
selected more frequently than expected (p < .01 and p =
.02 respectively), whereas HLS and HLF were selected

***
~
**
***
***
***
***
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1000
800
600
400
200
0
C+++

L---

Fig. 3 Listener preferences (observed [dark gray] vs. expected
[light gray]) for all DRC configurations. --- indicates
observed < expected at p < .001, - indicates observed <
expected at p < .05, + indicates observed > expected at p <
.05, and ++ indicates observed > expected at p < .01. Error
bars show ±5% error.

The frequency with which different DRC magnitude
settings (moderate and heavy) were selected as
preferred was not found to differ significantly from
chance [𝜒 B (2, N = 1690) = 3.80, p = .06], i.e., no
significant difference in DRC magnitude preference
was observed when data were pooled across other
independent variables (type and point). However, this
result was marginal (see Section 3 for discussion), so
no post-hoc pairwise comparisons were performed.
The frequency with which different DRC type
settings (compression and limiting) were selected as
preferred differs significantly from chance [𝜒 B (2, N =
1690) = 13.66, p = .01], i.e., some DRC type settings
were selected significantly more or less frequently than
expected when data were pooled across other
independent variables (magnitude and point), Fig. 4.
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons show that Compression
(C) was selected significantly more frequently than
expected (p < .001), whereas Limiting (L) was selected
significantly less frequently than expected (p < .001).
No compression (NC) was not selected at a frequency
that differed significantly from chance. These findings
survive Bonferroni correction for two comparisons.

Expected (E)

800
Count

HLF - - NC

HLS MCF
HCF
MLF

HCS +
MLS

HCT + +
MLT
HLT
MCS

NC

DRC Type

Observed (O)

DRC Configuration
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Expected (E)

Fig. 4 Listener preferences (observed [dark gray] vs. expected
[light gray]) for DRC type settings. (C: compression; L:
limiting; NC: no compression), --- indicates observed <
expected at p < .001, +++ indicates observed > expected at p
< .001. Error bars show ±5% error.

Expected (E)

200
150
100
50
0
MCT

Count

Observed (O)

Observed (O)

Count

significantly less frequently than expected (p = .02 and
p < .001 respectively). MCT, MLT, HLT, MCS, MLS,
MCF, HCF, MLF and NC were not selected at a
frequency that different significantly from chance (p >
.05). Using Bonferroni correction for four comparisons
(i.e., each stimuli giving a provisionally significant
result vs. all remaining stimuli), the threshold for
declaring significance is reduced to p < .0125, meaning
that only HCT and HLF remain significant, with HCS
and HLS becoming marginal. However, Bonferroni
correction is known to be particularly conservative;
subsequent grouped analyses allow effects to be
examined using fewer pairwise comparisons.

600
400
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T+++

S

F---

NC

DRC Point
Fig. 5 Listener preferences (observed [dark gray] vs. expected
[light gray]) for DRC point settings. (T: track; S: subgroup; F:
full-sum, NC: no compression), --- indicates observed <
expected a p < .001, +++ indicates observed > expected at p <
.001. Error bars show ±5% error.

The frequency with which different DRC point
settings (track, subgroup and full-sum) were selected as
preferred differs significantly from chance [𝜒 B (3, N =
1690) = 17.37, p < .001], i.e., some DRC point settings
were selected significantly more or less often than
expected when data were pooled across other
independent variables (magnitude and type), Fig. 5.
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons show that Track (T)
was selected significantly more frequently than
expected (p < .001), whereas Full-sum (F) was selected
significantly less frequently than expected (p < .001).
Subgroup (S) and No Compression (NC) were not
selected at a frequency that differed significantly from
chance. These findings survive Bonferroni correction
for two comparisons.
The frequency with which different DRC magnitude
and type combinations were selected as preferred was
calculated, pooling over the other independent variable
(point), producing five settings: Moderate Compression
(MC), Moderate Limiting (ML), Heavy Compression
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(HC), Heavy Limiting (HL), and No Compression
(NC). Some settings were found to be selected at a
frequency that differed significantly from chance [𝜒 B (4,
N = 1690) = 23.97, p < .001]. Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons show that HC was selected more
frequently than expected (p = .02), whereas HL was
selected less frequently than expected (p < .001). MC,
ML and NC were not selected at a frequency that
differed significantly from chance. These findings
survive Bonferroni correction for two comparisons.
The frequency with which different DRC type and
point combinations were selected as preferred was
calculated, pooling over the other independent variable
(magnitude), producing seven settings: Compression
Track (CT), Compression Subgroup (CS), Compression
Full-sum (CF), Limiting Track (LT), Limiting
Subgroup (LS), Limiting Full-sum (LF), and No
Compression (NC). Some settings were found to be
selected at a frequency that differed significantly from
chance [𝜒 B (6, N = 1690) = 35.21, p < .001]. Post-hoc
pairwise comparisons show that CT was selected more
frequently than expected (p < .01), whereas LF was
selected less frequently than expected (p < .001). CF,
CS, LT, LS and NC were not selected at a frequency
that differed significantly from chance. These findings
survive Bonferroni correction for two comparisons.
The frequency with which different DRC magnitude
and point combinations were selected as preferred was
calculated, pooling over the other independent variable
(type), producing seven settings: Moderate Track (MT),
Moderate Subgroup (MS), Moderate Full-sum (MF),
Heavy Track (HT), Heavy Subgroup (HS), Heavy Fullsum (HF), and No Compression (NC). Some settings
were selected at a rate that differed significantly from
chance [𝜒 B (6, N = 1690) = 38.46, p < .001]. Post-hoc
pairwise comparisons show that HT was selected more
frequently than expected (p < .01), whereas HF was
selected less frequently than expected (p < .001). HS,
MF, MT, MS and NC were not selected at a frequency
that differed significantly from chance. The findings
survive Bonferroni correction for two comparisons.
Results are summarized in Fig. 6, in which
significant and marginally significant stimuli/stimulus
groups that were/were not preferred are shown.

Fig. 6 Summarized listener preference results following posthoc pairwise comparisons.
3 DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that the following stimulus
groups were selected less often then expected by
Journal information
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chance: L, HL, HLF, F, LF, and HF. A relationship
between these stimuli is clearly apparent: many involve
heavy magnitude limiting applied to the full-sum. This
is as one might expect, given that it is this combination
of settings that would be most likely to introduce
distortion to the signal. One stimulus groups selected
less often than chance that did not survive Bonferroni
correction (HLS) had similar characteristics, entailing
heavy magnitude limiting, but here applied to
subgroups.
Our results also indicate that the following stimulus
groups were selected more often than expected by
chance: C, CT, HCT, T, HT and HC. One stimulus did
not survive Bonferroni correction (HCS). Again, these
preferences are closely related, many entailing DRC
applied to fewer signals (track or subgroup), and the
use of compression rather than limiting. These findings
are in agreement with some earlier studies in which
compression was found to be preferred over no
compression [37], [48], although Ma et al. [37] do
stipulate that listeners may prefer no compression,
contingent upon genre. These findings are consistent
the hypothesis that DRC applied to fewer signals
simultaneously (i.e., to tracks, rather than subgroups or
the full-sum) produces the most agreeable results for
listeners. Listener preferences for compression over
limiting may be linked to the perceptual impact of
nonlinear distortion: the higher DRC ratios used in
limiting may increase the degree to which nonlinear
frequency components are generated in the original
signal, potentially causing it to sound increasingly
“harsh” [3], and reduce “pleasantness” [11]. A
preference for light DRC over no DRC in the UNEQ
condition of [11] was also reported. Considering that
the function of DRC is to reduce variation in loudness,
perhaps heavy DRC, in addition to introducing
unpleasant
distortion,
also
diminishes
the
expressiveness of music [50].
In Hjortkjær & Walther-Hansen [30], no evidence of
listener preference for “less compressed music” was
found, in contrast to our finding that compression was
preferred over limiting (and no compression). It may be
that moderate DRC is preferred over no DRC because
the sonic characteristics imparted by DRC were
pleasing to listeners for our musical stimuli.
Potentially, this is a learned preference resulting from
the widespread use of DRC in popular music
production, making the sound of ‘no DRC’ highfidelity audio sound less familiar and consequenly less
agreeable.
Listener preferences for DRC applied to individual
tracks rather than the full-sum may be because DRC
(whether limiting or compression) reduces audio
fidelity to a lesser degree when fewer signals interact
simultaneously by restricting the introduction of the
aforementioned sum and difference components [2].
The suggestion of Pestana & Reiss [18] that DRC is
justified for the compensation of “erratic loudness
ranges” is reasonable, although our results do appear to
be at odds with their recommendation that DRC be
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used on the “overall mix” (referred to in this study as
full-sum) as best practice.
In this study, DRC attack and release parameters
were set to function in a generalized way, rather than
being specifically optimized for each stimulus
configuration, which may have influenced listener
preferences. However, it would be difficult to obtain
quantitative/comparable
results
had
subjective
adjustment of these parameters been undertaken, due to
the variability of the individual signal envelopes.
Furthermore, the organization of instruments into
subgroup was based on instrument type (e.g., drums,
vocals, and other instruments). There are numerous
ways in which the subgroups could have been
organized which may have influenced DRC behavior,
and therefore listener preferences. However, our
subgroups were broadly consistent with professional
sound engineering preferences (for drum and vocal
subgroups), reported in [32], [51].
This experiment only tested listeners’ preferences for
different DRC configurations using one popular music
excerpt (unknown to participants beforehand),
restricting the degree to which we can generalize our
findings to other genres, or indeed to other stimuli
within the popular music genre. However, using a
single unknown musical excerpt (with different DRC
configurations) as a source stimulus enabled
participants to make a detailed audio quality
comparison that would have been compromised had
more audio stimuli (e.g., from multiple genres), or
familiar stimuli, been used. Furthermore, the
experiment required considerable concentration from
participants, and the introduction of multiple musical
clips would have rendered it too long to expect that
concentration could be sustained (as would full
counterbalancing, wherein every stimulus was
compared to every other stimulus in both sequential
orders by all participants). Informal feedback from
participants suggested that the duration of the test
protocol already may have been about as long as they
were willing to tolerate. However, since the order that
stimuli were used was partially counterbalanced (such
that each participant was allocated one comparator
stimulus), fatigue/boredom effects are not expected to
have unduly influenced the pattern of results reported.
It is possible that the synchronicity of instruments
may cause DRC to be invoked as a result of an
ensemble of signals interacting constructively, rather
than as a result of a single loud signal, which may lead
to different pattern of results within genre, depending
upon the timing and phase relationships between
signals. Further work is required to verify whether our
results generalize to different music genres (i.e., to a
wider range and combinations of timbres), durations,
instrumentations, and musical structures, and to more
exhaustively examine the impact of DRC ratio, attack,
and release parameters on listener preferences.
4 CONCLUSIONS
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By manipulating the point in the mix chain at which
DRC was applied, this study supports the hypothesis
that listeners prefer music with DRC applied to fewer
signals simultaneously (i.e., to tracks prior to
grouping/summation), which is expected to have
reduced distortions associated with the application of
DRC to pre-mixed signals [2], [3], [11], [13], [16],
[29], [30], [42], [52]. Our findings also suggest that
listeners prefer compression over limiting, and the use
of moderate DRC over none. Our results are
compatible with those of Croghan, Arehart and Kates
[11], who found that heavy DRC applied to maximize
loudness reduced listener preference relative to where
moderate DRC was used. In current industry practice,
the application of compression to subgroups is
commonplace; furthermore, limiting is often applied at
the end of the signal chain, not just for overload
protection, but also to increase loudness. Conversely,
our findings suggest that listeners prefer music to
which DRC is applied early in the signal chain, and
where compression (rather than limiting) is used.
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